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EDITOR’S

Letter

Welcome to CovetED´s Hotel Issue.
A Home away from Home is what the best hotels are supposed to feel like.

Nowadays, a hotel should be an idealized version of our homes and looking for inspiration on the
world´s best hotels is one of the smartest steps to take when (re)decorating a house.
Considering that Hotel Interior Design is one of the most searched subjects on our website, we decided
to work on it and satisfy our reader’s search for ideas & inspiration while offering, at the same time,
some unbelievable and idyllic travel destinations. From the USA to Asia or even South Africa, we offer
you a unique set of some of the best Hotels from the “four corners” of the world. And let me confess that
we had some incredible moments while working on this issue, considering that we had the opportunity
to experience most of these magnificent hotels and try them by ourselves, so you could have your own
close-to-real experience through our eyes.
But since you deserve the best of the best, we went a little further and brought you extra editorials
related to this subject: A handpicked selection of the best novelties and eye catchers from the renowned
Salone del Mobile that are trending right now and will help you achieve beautiful interiors. Moreover,
we worked on some ideas to help you bring hotel comfort into your home.
And since the main focus of this issue is on Hotels, CovetED shed some light on celebrities’ favourite
hotels, as well as on the most beautiful hotels in the world that were designed by famous fashion
designers, which you can find in the Style Icons Editorial.
So pick up your CovetED, grab a cup of coffee and sit comfortably on a beautiful esplanade, bathed
with summer warmth, and enjoy The Hotel Issue of CovetED Magazine.

EDITOR IN CHIEF
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THE LANGHAM
LONDON, UK
The Langham was Europe’s first “Grand Hotel” and today is one

serving the quintessential English feel and level of sophistication

of the largest and best known traditional style grand hotels in

of its early days.The overall décor can be defined as an understated

London. Located in the heart of the West End, just a few minutes’

elegance, with icicle-like chandeliers and enormous vases of fresh

walk from Oxford Circus station along Regent Street, very near

flowers filling the interiors. The hotel oozes class and sophistica-

the BBC Broadcasting House, the hotel has amazing venues on

tion and nothing is too much trouble. The first thing you notice

its magnificent doorsteps.

when you walk in is the amazing smell of the place and the huge

Situated in a historical building, this London icon opened its doors

bouquets of roses. The large standard rooms in the Regent wing

150 years ago attracting royalty, notables and celebrities. A recent

have also been recently modernised. With the recent addition of

renovation allowed the hotel offering the amenities of today. 380

new deluxe suites, the reimagining of Europe’s first Grand Hotel

fully refurbished and sophisticatedly selected rooms and suites

is ever evolving. Now with black, oriental cabinets and pops of

now induce a friendly, residential atmosphere. It’s definitely a

purple velvet, both on the armchair and huge headboard. Marble

setting full of heritage and decorated in a noble taste style, pre-

bathrooms have a bath and large walk-in shower.

THE SPECTATOR HOTEL
CHARLESTON, USA
Operated by Charlestowne Hotels, the Spectator Hotel is one of
the most luxurious boutique hotels in the United States. Situated
at the corner of State and Lingard Streets, the hotel is a few minutes
away from the historical Charleston City Market. The Spectator
represents an elegance that was also found in the bustling French
Quarter and Market Street districts, making it a fitting name for
one of the Holy City’s premier hotels. As a result, The Spectator
offers an unequalled experience in an unmatched location.
Destined for the most discerning travellers, the spirit of the hotel was inspired in the Roaring Twenties, enchanting guests from
the moment they enter the lobby where they are greeted by the
Southern Belle charm, the flair of the flapper, and the elegance of
the socialite. The architecture of the hotel was conceived by LS3P,
a visionary interior architecture firm whereas the interiors were
designed by Jenny Keenan. Featuring 41 guest rooms, including 8
suites, the hotel serves on a daily basis a substantial gourmet continental breakfast that consists of delicious refreshments and seasonal food from around Charleston.

ARIA RESORT & CASINO
LAS VEGAS, USA

Being a part of the City complex on the Las Vegas Strip in Para-

Texas Hold’em are just a few of the enticing games that make up

dise, Nevada, the Aria Resort & Casino opened its doors in 2009.

this space. The Resort has 500,000 square feet of space destined

The luxurious hospitality venue consists of two curved glass and

for high-tech meetings and conventions. In addition, the stylish

steel high-rise towers adjoined at the centre, one measures 61

venue has three primary pools, including an adults-only pool and

metres while the other 51. Aria Resort & Casino features 4,004

the exclusive Sky Pool. 42 sophisticated and intimate cabanas

guestrooms, including 568 suites. ARIA’s hotel accommodations

can also be found on the pool deck.

range from modern deluxe rooms to the inviting Tower Suites

The Resort offers a wide variety of dining establishments that

and the stunning Sky Suites, including lavish, two-story Sky

with the knowledge and skills of some of the best chefs and

Villas. These luxurious rooms are at the forefront of sustainable

restaurateurs in the world. The Carbone is a tribute to the Ital-

design and cutting-edge technology.

ian-American restaurants mid-20th century and was conceived

The Deluxe rooms provide panoramic corner views and include

by Mario Carbone, Rich Torrisi and Jeff Zalaznick. Bardot is a

expansive floor-to-ceiling windows, a dressing area with dual

French bistro by Michael Mina that displays the café culture of

closets, a granite-top dresser, plush robes and a fully intelligent

Paris with a twist of a traditional brasserie. The barMasa is best

mini-bar. At the tower Suites, guests receive a heightened expe-

defined by its scrumptious and modern Japanese dishes curated

rience, in the Studio Panoramic Suite, guests will be able to relax

by Chef Masayoshi Takayama. Julian Serrano prepares marvel-

while enjoying views of the Strip in this 840-square-foot escape.

lous and classic Spanish dishes at his eponymous restaurant. This

The Sky suites have been honoured the Forbes Five-Star and

was just to name a few since the famed resort has over fifteen

AAA Five Diamond Awards.

dining options. Aria Resort & Casino has counted with several

The suites were designed by world-famous architecture and de-

nightclubs, lounges and bars, including the JEWEL Nightclub,

sign firms, Peter Marino Architects and Brennan Beer Gorman

the Carta Privada, the ALIBI Cocktail Lounge, the Lobby Bar,

Monk. The Resort & Casino comprises 150,000 square feet of

the Baccarat Lounge, and much more. All embody an extremely

gaming, including 1,940 slot machines and Race & Sports Book.

modern atmosphere that is accompanied by impeccable service,

Blackjack, Mini-Baccarat, Roulette, Pai Gow Poker and Ultimate

unique cocktails and live music.

THE INN OF FIVE GRACES
SANTA FE, USA
Located in one of Santa Fe’s most historic neighbourhoods, designers Ira and Sylvia Seret transformed a neglected cluster of traditional
adobe buildings into a unique hotel. As internationally-known importers of exotic antiques, rugs, textiles and architectural elements,
the Serets conceived the hotel as a showcase for their combined creative talents. From its 1996 opening as “Serets’ 1001 Nights”, the
24-suite hotel has been a magical retreat, brimming with the most
exquisite of the Serets’ treasures, collected on travels through Central and South Asia.
Sylvia Seret’s glorious one-of-a-kind tile mosaics adorn the suites’
kitchens and bathrooms, while Ira Seret’s signature design style
makes every space an extraordinary living experience.
The name, “Five Graces”, refers to an Eastern concept — the five
graces of sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. Each needs to be
honoured in the full experience of life. Over the years, the Serets’
original vision has been continually developed with meticulous
attention to excellent service, cuisine, and comfort as the Inn has
grown into newly acquired properties on its historic street. They
continually enhance the hotel’s visual experience, updating design
elements and collection pieces throughout.

THE JEFFERSON HOTEL
WASHINGTON D.C., USA
One of the best boutique hotels in the country and rich in historical
details, The Jefferson, DC is both European and Washingtonian in
style, with tributes to Thomas Jefferson and his beloved Monticello throughout. New discoveries await at every turn: private nooks,
original Thomas Jefferson-signed documents, a Book Room filled
with historic leather-bound volumes on Jefferson’s favourite subjects, and signed editions from contemporary authors who have
been among the distinguished guests of this boutique downtown
Washington hotel.
The Jefferson invites guests to enjoy the most gracious hospitality
in its sumptuous quarters in the heart of Washington. The elegant
ambience of the guest rooms and suites evokes the hotel namesake’s
cherished years in Paris as well as his time at Monticello. Extraordinary attention to detail conveys the sense of staying in a private
residence. Here, you might find a book on Monticello on your side
table, or perhaps a vintage copy of Goode’s Best Addresses. Rooms
feature one of three elegant colour schemes, select rooms and suites
feature windows that open to the outside, and deep soaking tubs
made of hand-cut Italian and Spanish stone and marble. The Jefferson hotel’s top floor accommodations feature two expansive
specialty hotel suites: The Thomas Jefferson and Martha Jefferson
Suites. Both are exquisitely furnished, with soaring nine-foot ceilings and French doors that allow daylight to stream in and open to
exceptional views of Washington, DC. In addition to the Thomas
Jefferson and Martha Jefferson Suites, The Jefferson has eighteen
additional sumptuously appointed hotel suites that provide a serene escape from the energy of the city. The suites are available in a
choice of gold or platinum colour palettes, and each has a spacious
parlour and small dining table to make you feel at home.
The Jefferson hotel is one of Washington, DC’s must-visit fine dining destinations. Plume is an award-winning restaurant and has
been awarded a prestigious one-star Michelin, and the restaurant’s
wine program has received Wine Spectator’s Best of Award of Excellence. For lighter fare, try Quill, the hotel’s creative cocktail bar
and lounge offering a classic grill menu. For breakfast, lunch and
brunch, enjoy The Greenhouse restaurant, where seasonal menus
are inspired by the harvest from Jefferson’s kitchen gardens at
Monticello. The Petite Spa at The Jefferson hotel offers an exclusive, enlightening spa experience in Washington, DC. This intimate
setting caters to only a fortunate few at a time, with each visit custom-crafted to the client’s desires. Fragrant botanicals, ancient spa
traditions and the latest wellness techniques join together to help
you look and feel your best. The enticing menu features massages, facials and body treatments as well as a specialised vinotherapy
reflecting Thomas Jefferson’s passion for wine.If Thomas Jefferson
were staying away from his beloved Monticello, we believe that this
luxury hotel in Washington, DC would be his first choice.

MADIKWE SAFARI LODGE
MADIKWE, SOUTH AFRICA

The Madikwe Safari Lodge is one of the largest free-malaria sanctuaries in South Africa. The Safari Lodge allows guests to enjoy from
several distinctive experiences that are driven by adventure and togetherness, such as private travels, exciting safaris, spa and wellness
treatments, crafted cuisine, family activities, and much more. The luxurious reserve is composed by three lodges, the Madikwe Lelapa,
which is destined for families and children, the Madikwe Kopano, characterized by a more intimate setting exclusive for a small group
of friends, and the Madikwe Dithaba that has a more romantic vibe and provides outstanding views to be enjoyed in the company of
loved ones. In the first one, guests can expect a particularly warm hospitality service full of comfort and charm. Lelapa has 12 generous suites defined by a natural essence. Within numerous comfy features, these suites have indoor and outdoor showers as well as a
private plunge pool. The second lodge is intended for smaller gatherings having four luxurious suites and a common area. This lodge
allows guests to be in touch with the sounds of nature and to truly experience fine dining.

ELLERMAN HOUSE
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

On the slopes of Lion’s Head in the prestigious Bantry Bay residential
area in Cape Town sits Ellerman House. Ellerman House stands for
the true essence of luxury, refinement and with an exceptional service. What used to be the home of the shipping magnates, Sir John
and Lady Ellerman, is now the elegant Cape Edwardian mansion and
is known for having one of the most beautiful ocean views in South
Africa. Ellerman House is situated just 10 minutes from the heart
of Cape Town and the one-and-a-half-acre property, now privately
owned, stands as an iconic showcase of South Africa’s finest hospitality, cuisine, art, wine and leisure.
The boutique hotel has 13 rooms, 2 suites and 2 three-bedroom Villas. Each room is individually decorated offering all the luxuries of
five-star accommodations. Attention to detail ensures that there are
no two rooms alike. As for the amenities, the property boasts two
lounges, a library, a dining room, three dining terraces, a spa, a fitness
centre, pool, brandy lounge, Wine Gallery, Contemporary Art Gallery
and Champagne Cellar. Since the property is not open to the public,
it guarantees the offer of a genuine level of privacy and exclusivity to
guests. Entirely separate from Ellerman House but still on the same
property, two exclusive-use, privately staffed villas offer all the benefits of being attached to a small hotel with the advantage of complete
privacy and flexibility.

THE TABLE BAY HOTEL
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

Set on the historic waterfront, The Table Bay Hotel does not

was opened with much fanfare in May 1997 by President Nelson

only pay a tribute to this world-famous bay, but also sets its own

Mandela himself. A long driveway sweeps from the main gates

standards in international service, cuisine and luxury.

to the hotel entrance. At the towering porte cochère, cars are

This 5-star Table Bay is magnificent, straddling the antique

valet parked as guests make their way into the lobby by way of a

breakwater with a style that is both innovative and entirely in

glass walkway which pierces the stone breakwater wall inaugu-

keeping with its surroundings.

rated by Queen Victoria’s son Prince Alfred in 1869 and is now

Its contemporary architectural treasure, its design and execution

incorporated in the architectural features of the hotel.

are the final result of trans-continental co-operation.
Since its inception, The Table Bay has remained unwaveringly
Each room either overlooks the bay to Robben Island Prison,

true to its roots as a proudly South African hotel, with its his-

home of South Africa’s former President Nelson Mandela for

tory inextricably linked with that of the country’s history. The

the greatest part of his 27 years of political incarceration, or

interiors and décor tell a story of the country’s colourful cultural

across the harbour and the city to Table Mountain. The hotel

heritage, colonial and maritime history as part of the spice route.

BUSHMANS KLOOF WILDERNESS
RESERVE & WELLNESS RETREAT
CLANWILLIAM, SOUTH AFRICA

In the magnificent and ecological Bushmans Kloof Wilderness
Reserve & Wellness Retreat, guests can benefit from a vital wilderness experience, as it is located in the foothills of the Cederberg Mountains, on the West Coast of South Africa.
The 7500 hectare free of malaria and predators is the perfect location for one to unwind and to be in close contact with Mother
Nature, seeing that the area is brimming with flora and fauna,
open plains, mystical rock formations, and crystal clear waterfalls. Providing all sorts of luxurious amenities and services, the
reserve is comprised of 16 luxurious guest rooms and suites, along
with a Koro Lodge, a private and fully equipped villa that is closely located to the main lodge. Each accommodation is enhanced
by exquisite finishes and final touches, like the reserve’s own
striking art collection, which elevates the ambience of the astonishing Bushmans Kloof lodge.
The Koro Lodge is a spacious farmhouse in the reserve that provides the most spectacular experiences and views of the natural
surroundings. The lodge has been restored and converted into a
cherishing place. Guaranteeing the most extraordinary moments
and surprises, this lodge is perfect for friends and family getaways.The dining experiences offered at the lodge are authentically Cape cuisine related, blending in traditional and modern

SINGITA KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
KRUGER NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH AFRICA

LION SANDS PRIVATE GAME RESERVE
KRUGER NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH AFRICA

Having the particular distinction of being the only reserve in South
Africa to introduce a safari in the Sabie and Sand River ecosystems,
the Lions Sand Game Reserve is situated in the Southern Sabi Sand
Game Reserve and Kruger National Park. This respected reserve is
currently owned by the 4th generation of the More Family.
The Lion Sands Reserve provides the ultimate Treehouse experience, in three different tailor-made stays. Located across a small
drawbridge, the Kingston treehouse allows you to fully experience
the natural wonders that Africa has to offer. The treehouse is
furnished with a complete bathroom set with shower facilities
and Africology products. In addition, guests will also have the
opportunity to take pleasure in a gourmet picnic. The original
treehouse of Sabi Sand, Chalkley provides a five-star comfort
stay and mesmerising views to the stars. With a bush bedroom,
guests will be able to come into close contact with the wandering
animals below. Lastly, the Tinyeleti Treehouse offers the greatest
overnight experience in the wild. Visitors can watch the sunset go
down while sipping on a lovely cocktail. The deck of the treehouse
measures 50m2 and can accommodate four people.
Lions Sands Game Reserve has four luxurious lodges that evoke
an idiosyncratic feeling of simplicity and elegance. Besieged by a
bush environment, the Ivory Lodge is an earthly retreat filled with
natural materials. Its timeless design is conceived through the
composition of a wide variety of materials, like steel, sand, thatch,
wood, etc. The interiors are described as mid-century modern with
striking ambient designs that lead to an overall cutting-edge décor
with tribal influences and textured finishes.
The Tinga Lodge is a relaxing source of inspiration that transports
you into your own private world. Overlooking the Sabie River
and the inhabiting animals, the lodge has nine glamorous suites
equipped with jaw-dropping amenities. The main areas of the
Narina Lodge are interconnected to the nine private suites through
raised wooden walkways.

The lodge is positioned in awe-inspiring scenery of ancient trees,
natural landscapes and the Sabie River, whatever activity one may
be doing. A simple glance up allows one to be marvelled by these
phenomenal surroundings. To truly understand the magnificence
of the River Lodge, one must experience it as it delivers unobstructed views to the natural world of Sabi Sands. It has twelve luxury
rooms, six superior rooms and two private river suites that guarantee a comfortable ambience as if one was in their own home.

“Lion Sands has been our home for
four generations and is therefore
deeply ingrained in our DNA. With
this in mind, we began our journey of
redesigning the Ivory Lodge experience.
We took our cue from the passion
and appreciation we have for the
environment, and how we have been
fortunate enough to savour it in the
comfort of our own private lodge, 1933.”
– Robert More

FOUR SEASONS SAFARI LODGE SERENGETI
SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK, TANZANIA

Located in Serengeti, Tanzania, the Four Seasons Safari Lodge is
the ultimate sanctuary of comfort and intimacy with nature, especially since guests have the extraordinary chance to be up close
and personal with lions, leopards and elephants.
The Lodge has 77 splendorous guest rooms, suites and villas that
incorporate Serengeti’s history and culture. The bedroom’s decor
has a strong contemporary African presence, including features
like four-poster beds with mosquito nets, local textiles and artwork. On the elevated and open-air sundeck, guests can be bestowed with unhindered views of the plains and roaming wildlife.
A week-long itinerary was launched by the Safari Lodge, in which
guests can discover the notorious wildlife area, in a brilliant balance between pleasure and adventure. This Seven-day programme
consists of varied game drives, a day trip to Ngorongoro Crater, as
well as learning the history of the Maasai paintings at Gong Rock,
located in the grasslands of the Moru Kopjes region.
The Four Seasons Safari Lodge has a wide variety of attractions for
guests to enjoy. A 90-minute guided walk in the wild Serengeti is
organised so as visitors can fully appreciate the beautiful landscape
of the National Park, in which knowledgeable guides address the
most interesting facts. A hot-air balloon safari is also one of the
major attractions the lodge has to offer and it last approximately
one hour and it is followed by a scrumptious Champagne Bush
breakfast. In regards to family activities, there is a family safari
in one of the greatest locations in Africa that consists of vigilant
walkways secured by Maasai warriors, so safety won’t be an issue.
An infinity pool, a visit to an animal watering hole, a morning
game drive and yoga classes for the entire family complete your
fabulous safari. Moreover, the Lodge also offers a Kijana Kids Club
that is composed of a series of fun activities, like an arts and crafts
space, board games, a foosball table, video games, and much more.
When it comes to dining experiences, the Safari Lodge has the
esteemed Kula’s Restaurant, which provides guests with African-inspired flavours and modern food, as well as a wide range
of international wines. The desserts feature exquisite delicacies,
cakes and steamed puddings. In addition, the lodge also has a Boma
Grill, an open-air firepit that displays the traditions of Maasai, and
the refreshing Maji Bar and Terrace with many scrumptious options, like Africa tapas, homemade pizza, organic salads, pasta, and
countless others.
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SINGITA SABORA TENTED CAMP
GRUMETI RESERVES, TANZANIA

Seen as one of the most revolutionary safari destinations of

magical and wild essence of Africa, and many activities for fami-

South Africa and the world for the past two decades, the Singi-

lies to do together. Basically, a stay in this esteemed lodge will al-

ta Sabora tented Camp is located in northern Tanzania, in the

low one to have a unique experience with wildlife, from bearded

magnificent wilderness area of Grumeti reserves, occupying over

wildebeests to bat eared fox, to cheetahs, to Maasai giraffes, to

350,000 acres. The sustainable safari company, Singita strictly

elephants and leopards, not to mention, all the zebras that wan-

follows three core values, wildlife conservation, eco-friendly

der around the land. Moreover, the Tented Camp has the Singita

tour, and community support, and ensure their best efforts to

Boutique & Gallery, in which one will be able to discover African

preserve, conserve and protect one of the brightest regions in the

treasures that were scattered from all around the continent as

world, otherwise known as the “Place of Miracles”. This retreat

well as a wide range of collectable sculptures, jewellery, carvings

is the idyllic vacation destination for those who have an avid

and furnishings that will give you the ultimate safari and artis-

desire for adventure and being in touch with nature. Singita has

tic experiences while making you feel at home. At the guests’

a particularly 1920s-style and knows how to provide an intimate

disposition, there is a wide selection of exclusive wines from the

setting like no other. Guests will be able to explore the splendid

most prominent wineries in South Africa, such as “Icons” and

and rugged savannah plains that surround the area.

“Single Vineyard”. In order to preserve the high-quality of this

Having direct access to the plains, the Singita Camp has 9 well-

produces, they are stored in temperature-controlled cellars. The

equipped en-suite tents. These are furniture with a series of entic-

stunning hospitality service has an exceptional spa treatment

ing and glamorous features, such as a treasure trove of antiques

room, in which one can benefit from a holistic and therapeutic

and artefacts, Zanzibari chests, Persian rugs as well as massive

approach. Through a delightful and peaceful ambience in private

designs of crystal, silverware and brass. In order to keep a gen-

spaces, guests will be revitalised with body treatments, polishing

uine local character, Maasai blankets and traditional beadwork

scrubs, and nourishing masks. Dermalogica products are used

were also added. To the plains were added day beds so guests can

in all treatments. Singita is renowned for producing a series of

seize from mesmerising views and wildlife in extreme comfort.

projects that developed the living conditions through the 21 vil-

The main camp area possesses a refreshing swimming pool. The

lages. Amongst the main projects is the School of Cooking, a pro-

Safari Company offers many amenities and activities, including

gramme in based on theory and practice that was introduced ten

a gym facility, a tennis course, guided safari walks to enjoy the

years ago and has the purpose of encouraging individuals to ma-

whimsical surroundings, archery lessons, community visits, day-

ture their culinary skills. Many of the participants have gone to

light and nocturnal game drives for six people to discover the

cook for guests in some of the most prestigious lodges of Singita.

SIX SENSES LAAMU
LAAMU ATOLL, MALDIVES
Located deep in the Indian Ocean, Six Senses Laamu is the only re-

offering many options. And more, organic meals can be served in

sort in the Laamu Atoll. Just an inter-island flight south from Malé

the organic garden on the island. Six Senses Spa offers nine private

International Airport and a short speedboat ride brings you to a

treatment nests, either with an ocean view or tucked away in the

place of unique, untouched and simple beauty. Take a stroll on

lush nature that surrounds them. You are invited to awaken the

the Maldives’ largest overwater amenities facility, which includes

senses with locally inspired and Ayurvedic treatments, massages,

two restaurants, a wine cellar, the resort’s signature bar, the dive

yoga and fitness classes or workshops. Highly skilled Six Sens-

centre, an ice-cream parlour and retail boutique.

es Spa therapists use a synergy of natural products to provide a

Six Senses Laamu is all about barefoot serenity, with the white

comprehensive range of award-winning signature procedures and

sand, turquoise water, untouched beaches and lush vegetation.

journeys, plus rejuvenation and wellness specialities of the region.

The resort offers an individual and natural style along with a

Visiting practitioners offer guests lifestyle consultations and spe-

wonderful sense of privacy. Villa accommodations provide an en-

cialised holistic sessions.

vironmentally sustainable yet well-appointed interior design with
spectacular water views. Every little detail has been carefully considered and designed with a minimalistic touch.
This idyllic resort has 97 beachfront and water villas, carefully
designed to complement the outstanding natural beauty of the
island. They offer privacy, cosiness and luxury. True to the Six
Senses’ philosophy of being in harmony with the environment,
the villas are crafted from local and sustainable materials.
Six Senses Laamu’s dining alternatives have been designed to take
the best advantage of the island’s idyllic beauty with panoramic
views and spectacular sunrises and sunsets. The over-water amenities facility of Six Senses Laamu is the largest in the Maldives,

The resort also offers unique experiences such as private dining
or cocktails on the sandbank, sunken table or candlelit dinners on
the beach. Be inspired by an early morning breakfast as the sun
rises, an evening cocktail watching the sunset or a barbeque dinner surrounded by the Indian Ocean, all in the privacy of the resort’s sandbank. Private dining on the beach, just for two, creates
a romantic candlelight experience. A sunset cruise embarks daily
in search of dolphins, while guests enjoy a refreshing drink and
canapés on board. At the wine cellar, wine tastings, wine dinners
and wine pairings can be arranged. Explore the underwater world
and enjoy the clear waters by diving or snorkelling or embark on a
true Robinson Crusoe adventure to their own island for a day and
enjoy a picnic on a deserted beach.
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VICEROY BALI
BALI, INDONESIA
Regarded as one of the most royal hotels and tropical hideaways
in Indonesia and worldwide, the illustrious Viceroy Bali is a five
star hotel and resort situated in Ubud, Bali, otherwise known as
the “Valley of the Kings”. It is comprised of twenty five luxurious and exclusive villas, such as the 1615-ft Deluxe Terrace and
Vice Regal villas that measure 2583 square feet. The Hotel prides
itself on emphasising the importance of privacy and comfort,
and this is one of the reasons why it has quickly become one of
the most compelling destinations to tourists.
Viceroy Bali’s architecture details were developed by Ketut
Mahardika with design concept by Margaret Bainbridge, representing the finest aesthetic traditions of the country. One can
also relish in astounding views over the natural splendour of the
tropical gardens and a serene valley. This way, guests can benefit
from the ultimate indoor and outdoor experience.

HOTELS WE COVET //

The serene and enthralling ambience of the Viceroy Bale is only

ing Intraceuticals oxygen facial treatments. Moreover, the Vice-

enhanced by a cluster of striking activities, including tradition-

roy Bar has a wide variety of the finest wines, cognacs, scotches,

al dance shows that celebrate Balinese traditions; while all of

Japanese whiskies, and cigars in all of Southeast Asia. The bar

these amazing dances are taking place, guests can enjoy from a

also presents mesmerizing views of the Petanu River.

scrumptious dinner or exquisite drinks at the prestigious Cas-

As a whole, guests can be fully emerged in the Bali spirit and dis-

Cades Restaurant, which is considered to be one of the best din-

cover its geographic diversity through bicycling and trekking ex-

ing venues; Visitors can also benefit from yoga classes and cook-

peditions, white water rafting, hikes at the Bataur Volcano and

ing lessons of traditional Bali cuisine; helicopter and temple tours

even an elephant ride safari. The latter is an excellent activity to

are also available, so guests have the opportunity to sightsee the

amuse children. Moreover, guests can delve into the culture of

most beautiful landmarks of the country.

the nearby village, Ubud by entering the artistic world of Pasar

The hotel also offers fitness facilities and the Lembah spa, which

Seni, an extremely curated art market or discover the wonders of

offers therapeutic body treatments that combine Western

the Puri Saren Agung Palace or the Puri Saraswati, among many

knowledge with traditional Balinese wellness techniques, includ-

other enthusing attractions.
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The garden at Huka Lodge is ranked as a ‘Garden of National Sig-

interior designer, Virginia Fisher was responsible for the majestic

nificance’ and deemed to be of regional importance by the New

interiors after being commissioned by Alex van Heeren in 1984.

Zealand Gardens Trust.Cuisine continues to define the iconic na-

Drawing on the property’s heritage, she created an interior and

ture of the hospitality experience at Huka Lodge. Presently, the

ambience considered unrivalled to this day. In late 2008, Fisher

lodge is under the cooking expertise of British Chef, Paul Froggatt.

completed the exclusive Alan Pye Cottage, for Huka Lodge. A con-

The tradition of generous and fine hospitality is deeply embedded

temporary version of an Arts and Crafts cottage within a magnifi-

within the Huka Lodge philosophy. Characterised by a dimmer

cent location, with superb colour palette and a fabulously eclectic

and social atmosphere, guests are encouraged to gather and make

and wonderful interior. Named after the charming Irishman who

each other’s acquaintance, share stories of their day and enjoy su-

founded Huka Lodge in 1924, the Alan Pye Cottage provides a fit-

perb cuisine, prepared using the finest of ingredients and comple-

ting tribute to the original owner’s generous spirit of hospitality

mented by exceptional wines. Service is both solicitous and seam-

and his style.The Huka Lodge offers several activities that will not

less, designed to anticipate and exceed expectations leaving one

only enhance your stay but also allow to fully emerge in the beau-

craving for so much more. One of the main dishes served at this

tiful surroundings of the area. Scenic boat cruise, helicopter flights,

fine dining venue is the Southland Lamb, loin roasted in mustard

Trout fishing, golf courses, hiking, bespoke tours, horse riding, kay-

pesto and neck glazed with romanesco organic lemon purée and

aking, jet boating, white water rafting are just a few of the alluring

wild garlic.In regards to the design of the lodge, New Zealand-born

attractions the lodge has to offer.
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THE FARM AT CAPE KIDNAPPERS
TE AWANGA, NEW ZEALAND

Cape Kidnappers is a headland at the south-eastern extremity of
Hawke’s Bay on the east coast of New Zealand’s North Island
and sits at the end of an 8 kilometres peninsula which protrudes
into the Pacific Ocean. Set atop 6,000 rolling acres of stunning
pasture-land in Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand, The Farm at Cape
Kidnappers is the perfect setting for romantic getaways whether
it is celebrating your wedding, vow renewals, engagements or anniversaries, since everything can be tailored for the special day to
be unique and magical.
Offering 22 guest suites and a four-bedroom Owner’s Cottage just
a 60-minute flight from Auckland, the Farm affords spectacular
180-degree views of the Pacific Ocean. The cluster of luxury lodge
buildings suggests a working farm with the buildings combining
rustic and textured materials with comfortable modern furniture.
Every suite offers its own private balcony and affords spectacular
views of the property, golf course and the Pacific Ocean. The main
lodge features lounge and dining spaces, outdoor rooms, roaring
open fireplaces, a wine cellar complete with tasting room plus a
fully-equipped gymnasium.
The Farm at Cape Kidnappers has a range of facilities to accommodate all of your vacation requirements. The common areas of
the lodge offer numerous welcoming and comfortable spaces in
which to relax; including the intimate snug, stylish lounges complete with roaring open fires and outdoor conservatory areas, so
you can enjoy the picturesque landscape from wherever you are in
the lodge. The set of available leisure facilities includes a heated
infinity pool and Jacuzzi, Spa treatments with beautiful forest and
ocean views, Golf course and Club House, fully equipped Gym,
offering Yoga, Pilates, Golf Specific Fitness and Personal Training
by appointment.
Cape Kidnappers boasts some of the most inspiring trails in the
North Island. You are welcome to explore a variety of terrain, from
moderate forest walks to ocean-side hikes along the cliffs. Backpacks, blankets, picnics and directions are always available. If you
prefer a more structured experience, trail guides are available for
hire by reservation.
Each year The Farm at Cape Kidnappers hosts an array of internationally acclaimed celebrity chefs who join them for fabulous
weekends! Guests meet and chat to the chefs at these exclusive
events, enjoy the guest chef’s tasting menu to experience their
innovative cooking style alongside matching wine and hear firsthand their often thought-provoking views on the international
food scene. All summed up, allow yourself to experience the very
best of the North Island with this special ambience, making the
most of the great activities at The Farm at Cape Kidnappers and
The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs!

Design gallerist
Rare & Unique Products

Much-anticipated design gallery featuring a highly curated online exhibit of contemporary
design, renowned designers, and emergent cutting-edge newcomers.
As a frontier between design and art, Design Gallerist’s uncovers the evolution in
contemporary design, broadcasts International design shows, gives you interviews with
design icons, previews gallery showings and guides you through the most important
breakthroughs in contemporary design.

ROM AN TI C AN D ORGAN I C E N E RGY,
NEW DESIGN ESTHETIC

WWW.DESIGNGALLERIST.COM

HOW TO BRING HOTEL COMFORT
INTO YOUR HOME
TIPS BY WORLD-RENOWNED INTERIOR DESIGNERS

Zénith Chandelier Baccarat
Lava Lava Lamps UPC & Barcode

M Social Hotel Singapore
by Philippe Starck
The main concern by the world-renowned interior designers when
conceiving a hotel is to make it the most comfortable place on
earth. And comfortable enough to make you feel as if you were
at your own place, becoming at the same time a timeless and
memorable experience. The best hotels around the entire world
are considered as so, because they feature a decoration that is a

Starck has been designing hotels all over the world, including the

perfect composition of colours and materials to reach the perfect

Royalton in New York and the luxury hotels Hôtel Meurice and

symbiosis of the purest deluxe ambience, without ever losing sight

the Royal Monceau.

of comfort and functionality.

Heralding the phenomena of convergence and dematerialisation,

The same concern must be taken into account when defining the

Philippe Starck aims straight for the heart, highlighting the essen-

interior design for a personal home. It is important that it reflects

tial, extracting the structural minimum of every object, in order to

your own personality and lifestyle to make you feel safe and

offer creations and propositions closest to Man and Nature, best

sound in your most sacred refuge. Since this task may not be as

adapted to the future. He believes that sincere, modern elegance

simple as it might look like at first, we have gathered the best tips

comes from the multiplication of an object, as opposed to the

by the world most distinguished interior designers for you to get

ideology of limited editions, where premeditation on rarity leads

a complete inspiration source. For the past thirty years, Philippe

to a selection through money rather than necessity.

STYLE

ICONS

CELEBRITIES FAVORITE TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
If anyone, celebrities know how to travel in style. They select
the most spectacular places for their getaways, knowing that
there will be a surfeit of top-notch hotels awaiting them.
Usually, the choice lies on hotels that can ensure discretion
from paparazzi, but that’s not all. These celebs also seek overthe-top suites with personal screening rooms, luxury comfort,
and world-class dining.
The next 8 hotels and resorts have proven to be the most
attractive and lavish in the world, thanks to a long repertoire
with the world’s most well-known names. Find out why
celebrities love them.

FASHION //

MANDARIN ORIENTAL
New York, USA
Located at the top of Columbus Circle’s Time Warner Center,
the Mandarin Oriental offers its guests stunning views of Central
Park and Manhattan, as well as the ultimate in service, comfort
and style. Amongst the celebrities known to stay here are Liam
Neeson, Lance Armstrong and Kevin Spacey.

PLAZA ATHÉNÉE
Paris, France
The most spectacular view of the Eiffel Tower made this hotel
even more celebrated when it appeared on the series finale of Sex
and the City. Not unexpectedly, Sarah Jessica Parker loves the hotel as much as her character, Carrie Bradshaw and has been spotted staying here, as well as fellow celebs Anna Wintour, Johnny
Depp and Penelope Cruz. The historic luxury hotel had a major
renovation for its 100th-birthday, which brought new suites and
a restaurant by Chef Alain Ducasse, designed by Patrick Jouin and
Sanjit Manku.
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FASHION //

HOTEL ALFONSO XIII
Seville, Spain

Diplomats and celebrities staying at the Hotel Alfonso XIII, such
as Sophia Loren, Brigitte Bardot, Bruce Springsteen, Grace Kelly,
Princess Diana, Audrey Hepburn, or Madonna, appreciate the Andalusian design features of the property, including hand-painted
ceramic tiles, spires, and swooping arches. Especially the Royal
Suite – a palatial space, complete with two bathrooms, an office, a
living room, and a bedroom.
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FASHION DESIGNER HOTELS
HOW FASHION INFLUENCES INTERIOR DESIGN
It is well known that fashion captivates other spheres of similar areas, and design is the most
directly influenced thematic. In a world full of fashion tips, the task of incorporating them
in interior design is a challenge not reachable for everybody, only for haut de gamme stylists.
Plus, it is important to study the setting and to analyse how fashionable items can be perfectly adjusted to interior design. Let’s then look at how fashion influences the interior designers
of some of the more luxurious hotels.

There have been collaborations between fashion designers and

and furniture designed by Donatella Versace. What’s impressive

luxury hotels, from Karl Lagerfeld’s Odyssey in Monaco to Ver-

here is how exquisite fashion details are present: guests are invited

sace’s daring Dubai bolthole. Concerning recent hotels, let’s start

to see textiles decorated with peacocks and falcons, walls covered

by Palazzo Versace Dubai Hotel, which is near to become one of

in Versace wallpaper and lots of other vivid tones.

the most luxurious hotels in the Middle East and features interiors

Still in Dubai, we were surprised by the Armani Hotel - also located in Milan. It aims to provide the same kind of welcoming
guests as fashion designer Giorgio Armani would privately extend to family and friends, with a luxury accent. Everything here
is thought to particular details: Armani signature is present in
each decoration element, with Eramosa stone floors, zebrawood
panels, and custom-made furnishings, providing an eclectic design full of refinement. It’s interesting to note that fashion isn’t
present only in interior design, but also throughout the luxury
hotel. Situated at Burj Khalifa—world’s tallest tower—in Downtown Dubai, it gives access to the city’s best fashion shops,
trendy restaurants and cultural attractions, turning it in a totally
worthy spotlight.

